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I. INTRODUCTION

The computer age has changed our economy in a number of ways, and has ushered forth issues that legal scholars of previous generations never could have imagined.[1] The National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws (“NCCUSL”)[2] recently adopted a new law, the Uniform Computer Information Transactions Act (“UCITA”)[3] that addresses many issues arising from the sale of software licenses.[4] Until recently, the American Law Institute (“ALI”)[5] was also collaborating on this new law, and the law was to become Article 2B of the Uniform Commercial Code (“UCC 2B”).[6]

Electronic self-help software repossession is a controversial issue arising in the software licensing context.[7] This remedy enables a software licensor to disable software upon a licensee’s breach of a software licensing contract.[8] Although the UCITA allows electronic self-help software repossession,[9] some early UCC 2B drafts did not address the issue because of its controversial nature.[10] This Note will advance several justifications for the use of
electronic self-help repossession by small software companies with a relative lack of bargaining power. Such a remedy would be consistent with other areas of law that protect parties with relatively less bargaining power, either by authorizing self-help remedies, or through legislation directly benefiting small businesses. Further, some UCC articles allow self-help repossession, which indirectly benefits consumers who lack bargaining power. Although the UCITA is no longer part of the UCC, protecting licensors without bargaining power promotes overall consistency within commercial law. Moreover, such protection conforms to the history of the UCITA as a proposed UCC article. Finally, this Note specifically advocates electronic repossession because there is a general prohibition against breaching the peace when using self-help remedies.

Part II of this Note discusses the controversial nature of electronic software repossession and reviews courts’ responses to this remedy. Part III discusses the UCITA/UCC 2B drafting process and the current status of the electronic self-help provisions. Part IV proposes a solution restricting electronic self-help to licensors that possess relatively inferior bargaining power compared to their respective licensees, and explores the justifications and consequences of such an approach. Part V provides comparisons to other areas of law protecting parties with inferior bargaining power, such as landlord-tenant law, Little FTC Acts, and Delaware’s Small Retail Gasoline Station Assistance Act. Finally, Part VI provides comparisons to the UCC.

II. ELECTRONIC SELF-HELP REPOSSESSION

A. Means of Repossession

Self-help software repossession usually occurs when a software licensor includes a “logic bomb” in a program in order to disable a software program remotely via modem, or when a licensor physically accesses the licensee’s computer and disables the software. In the latter situation, the licensee may have initially granted the licensor electronic or physical access to its facility for purposes of software repair or customer support. Sometimes the licensor programs the software to stop functioning on a specific date using a time-out mechanism; the licensor can then reactivate the software if the licensee pays an additional fee for continued access under the licensing agreement. There are four primary purposes behind the electronic self-help remedy: (i) to disable software after a demonstration license expires; (ii) to prevent reverse-engineering; (iii) to disable software upon failure to pay under a licensing contract; (iv) and to disable software upon failure to pay under a software development contract.

B. Cases Involving Electronic Self-Help Repossession

In American Computer Trust Leasing v. Jack Farrell Implement, Farrell signed a software licensing agreement with Automatic Data Processing (“ADP”) providing that ADP still owned the software, and that ADP would deactivate the software if Farrell failed to make payments pursuant to the agreement. ADP deactivated the software after Farrell failed to pay under the licensing agreement. In another matter, American Computer Trust Leasing (“ACTL”) sued both Farrell and Boerboom International; Farrell and Boerboom added ADP to the case as one of three counterclaim defendants. Farrell claimed that ADP’s software deactivation constituted extortion, thus violating the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt...
Organizations Act (“RICO”). Under federal law, however, extortion requires “obtaining of property from another, with his consent, induced by wrongful use of actual or threatened force, violence, or fear, or under color of official right,” while under Minnesota law, extortion requires threatening to do something “unlawful.” The court did not find extortion under either definition, because the licensing agreement gave ADP a legal right to repossess Farrell’s software, and gave Farrell notice of this potential remedy.

In *Art Stone Theatrical Corp. v. Technical Programming & Systems Support of Long Island, Inc.*, Technical Programming secretly removed software code from Art Stone’s computer system after a dispute concerning the performance of Technical Programming’s software system arose. Art Stone then signed a general release agreement, absolving Technical Programming of all liability, in order to regain access to the system. Art Stone later sued Technical Programming for breach of warranty and breach of contract. The lower court granted Technical Programming’s motion to dismiss, but the New York State Appellate Division reversed the decision because there was a factual issue concerning whether to void the release on the grounds of economic duress.

In *Clayton X-Ray Co. v. Professional Systems Corp.*, Clayton signed a contract to purchase a computer system and software from Professional Systems Corp. (“PSC”). PSC then spent many hours unsuccessfully trying to repair ensuing software-related problems. Nonetheless, when Clayton did not fulfill its payment obligations entirely, PSC programmed the system to freeze and flash the message “Call [PSC] About Your Bill.” Clayton claimed that PSC’s action of freezing its computer system constituted conversion, and sought actual and punitive damages for the conversion, as well as damages for breach of express warranty. The court affirmed a punitive damages award in Clayton’s favor because “PSC had no legal right, or any colorable legal right, to lock up Clayton’s computer system.”

In *Revlon, Inc. v. Logisticon, Inc.*, Revlon withheld payment on a customized software inventory system because it did not meet required specifications. After withholding payments, Revlon informed Logisticon that it would release them from their contractual obligation to repair the software. Nonetheless, since Revlon had not fully paid its bill, Logisticon informed Revlon that it intended to repossess the software. At 2 A.M. the night after providing this notice, Logisticon disabled Revlon’s software through remote access. Revlon claimed to have lost $20 million because its product distribution system was disabled for the next three days. Revlon filed action against Logisticon, but the parties reached settlement before trial.

In *Werner, Zaroff, Slotnick, Stern & Askenazy v. Lewis*, Lewis adapted software for Werner’s new computer system. Lewis secretly included a conditional statement that disabled the software after it had processed a certain number of insurance claims. Werner then sued Lewis for breach of contract, seeking punitive damages. The court determined that
Lewis “intentionally put the conditional statement into [Werner’s] software, with the hope that, after the system stopped, [Werner] would retain him again to correct the problem.”[48] The court determined that punitive damages were appropriate for this behavior.[49]

Thus, while courts have upheld electronic self-help when there was notice in the contract that it could be used as a possible remedy, they have not endorsed its use through “surprise” or “coercion.”[50] Licensees, however, have not used the remedy extensively in recent years, partly because of electronic self-help’s uncertain legal status.[51]

C. The Controversial Nature of the Electronic Self-Help Remedy

Electronic self-help software repossession is extremely controversial and presented a major obstacle throughout the UCITA/UCC 2B drafting process.[52] Licensees object to their lack of opportunity to present possibly legitimate reasons for breaching the licensing agreement: The [software] vendor has set itself up as judge, jury and, most importantly, executioner, and has denied the customer of its right to protest, to present its arguments to a legitimate forum, to negotiate a settlement or to do any of the other things we all have a right to expect in this country.[53]

Indeed, licensees point out that this is the only area of law where repossession is allowed without either a “peaceful entry” upon the premises or through resort to the judicial process.[54] The electronic self-help remedy is also controversial because of its potentially severe consequences.[55] Computer systems hold an immense amount of data; lack of access to that data because of a software disablement could have effects far beyond the value of the breached licensing agreement.[56] For example, lost access to medical data could threaten patients’ lives.[57] Additionally, software disablement could affect other businesses networked with the licensee but having no part in the breached licensing agreement, causing total losses well in excess of the licensor’s damages.[58] Indeed, so many businesses are interconnected through computer networks that in 1990, a single software failure affected most East Coast phone lines.[59]

Besides the effect on innocent networked businesses, the licensee itself could suffer damages far in excess of the value of the disputed software.[60] For example, the disablement in Revlon[61] arose from the failure to pay a $180,000 installment on a licensing agreement totaling $1.2 million, but the software disablement led to $20 million in lost revenues.[62] Similarly, one could envision the disablement of a large business such as an airline ticketing agency due to lack of access to vital data arising from a mere $5,000 software licensing dispute.[63] Such a loss of access to vital business information could decimate some businesses,[64] and a licensor’s wrongful decision to use electronic self-help could lead to much higher damages than the licensor could pay.[65]

On the other hand, the main justification for an electronic self-help remedy is that small licensors with limited resources could go bankrupt without the availability of a self-help remedy
to enforce contractual terms regarding their intellectual property. For small developers and start-up software companies, self-help may be the only way to effectively regulate the use of their software because they cannot afford litigation. In response to the fear about lost access to files, one developer points out that unless the files so created are encrypted in some manner, other programs can read those files and access the data in them. Certainly such access will not typically provide the full functional benefits of the program which was designed to use those files but after all, *that is the program which the user is no longer entitled to use.*

Thus, software developers are adamant that they have a right to repossess software. At the same time, licensees fear the drastic consequences and lack of due process that the remedy can entail. These opposing views proved difficult to reconcile throughout the UCITA/UCC 2B drafting process.

### III. UCITA/UCC 2B

#### A. The Drafting Process

The need for a new law relating to computer information transactions arose because the UCC was geared toward the 1950’s economy, which was primarily driven by the sale of tangible goods. Today’s economy relies much more on services and informational transactions. License agreements to access information are common, yet are fundamentally different from both leases and sales of goods. Currently, courts must determine whether to treat software licensing agreements as goods or services because the UCC does not apply to services contracts. Some courts have treated licensing agreements as goods and have therefore applied the UCC to them. The UCITA aims to codify the issues that arise under licensing agreements so that courts can treat them in a more consistent, uniform manner.

Representatives from both NCCUSL and the ALI formed the original UCC 2B drafting committee. Professor Ray Nimmer wrote the actual text. The approval of both organizations would have been required in order to submit the final draft to state legislatures as a UCC article. Since the UCITA will not be part of the UCC, however, only NCCUSL’s approval was necessary. NCCUSL approval requires a two-step process. The NCCUSL must consider a proposed act at two annual conferences. At its July 1998 meeting, an NCCUSL committee discussed the existing UCC 2B. For final NCCUSL approval, a majority of the states present at an NCCUSL annual conference, and a minimum of twenty states, needed to approve the UCITA draft. At its July 1999 meeting, NCCUSL adopted the UCITA; it is now ready for debate within the states.


An early version of UCC 2B allowed self-help repossession of software when the license had been cancelled, provided that a breach of peace is avoided and there is no “foreseeable risk of personal injury or significant damage to information or property other than the licensed
information.”[86] That draft did not comment on whether a licensor could repossess through electronic means.[87] Earlier drafts had allowed a software licensor to repossess licensed information,[88] and electronic means could be used subject to certain conditions.[89] These provisions were deleted in the August 1998 Draft because they were so controversial.[90] At the time, Professor Nimmer said that this “hotly contested issue” could be re-opened if a compromise position were proposed.[91]

Indeed, at its November 1998 meeting, the Drafting Committee adopted provisions allowing electronic self-help, although subject to severe restrictions.[92] Section 2B-715 of the December 1998 draft remained essentially unchanged from the August 1998 draft, but a new Section 2B-716 was added.[93]

Following the addition of Section 2B-716, some industry representatives indicated that they would prefer to strike proposed Section 2B-716.[94] These representatives recommended revising Section 2B-715(g) to read “A licensor may not use electronic means to exercise its rights under this Section unless the licensor has obtained judicial authorization to do so.”[95] Under this recommendation, licensors must go to court to enforce their rights.[96] Additionally, the representatives proposed that the following fee-shifting provision be added to Section 2B-715(c): “When the equities so require due to the relative financial circumstances of the parties, the court shall have discretion to award costs, including reasonable attorney fees, in favor of a licensor who prevails in a proceeding for such injunctive relief.”[97]

In April 1999 NCCUSL and ALI announced that UCC 2B would not become part of the UCC.[98] Ultimately, 2B evolved into a free-standing act now known as UCITA.[99] In the final draft released after NCCUSL’s July 1999 annual meeting, Section 816 provides for electronic self-help.[100]

UCITA Section 815 provides that a software licensor may prevent the use of software without judicial process only “(1) without a breach of the peace; [and] (2) without a foreseeable risk of personal injury or significant physical damage to information or property other than the licensed information . . . .”[101] Section 816 then specifies that licensors cannot implement this remedy electronically except when certain conditions are met:

A licensee shall separately manifest assent to a term authorizing use of electronic self-help. The term must: (1) provide for notice of exercise as provided in subsection (d); (2) state the name of the person designated by the licensee to which notice of exercise must be given and the manner in which notice must be given and place to which notice must be sent to that person; and (3) provide a simple procedure for the licensee to change the designated person or place.[102]

The licensor must give notice before exercising electronic self-help by stating that the licensor intends to resort to electronic self-help as a remedy on or after 15 days following receipt by the licensee of the notice; (2) the nature of the claimed breach that entitles the licensor to resort to self-help; and (3) the name, title, and address including direct telephone number, facsimile number, or e-mail address to
which the licensee may communicate concerning the claimed breach. [103]

The licensee can recover damages for improper use of electronic self-help, and consequential damages,

whether or not such damages are excluded by the terms of the license if: (1) within the period specified in subsection (d)(1), the licensee gives notice to the licensor’s designated person describing in good faith the general nature and magnitude of damages; [or] (2) the licensor has reason to know the damages of the type described in subsection (f) may result from the wrongful use of electronic self-help; or (3) the licensor fails to provide the notice required in subsection (d).

[104]

Subsection (f) provides additional limitations on the use of electronic self-help:

Even if the licensor complies with subsections (c) and (d), electronic self-help may not be used if the licensor has reason to know that its use will result in substantial injury or harm to the public health or safety or grave harm to the public interest substantially affecting third parties not involved in the dispute.

[105]

A court can block the use of electronic self-help if the court finds:

(1) grave harm of the kinds stated in subsection (f), or the threat thereof, whether or not the licensor has reason to know of those circumstances; (2) irreparable harm or threat of irreparable harm to the licensee … (3) [that] the party seeking the relief is more likely than not to succeed under its claim when it is finally adjudicated; (4) all the conditions to entitle a person to the relief under the laws of this State have been fulfilled; and (5) the party that may be adversely affected is adequately protected against loss . . . .[106]

Finally, “[b]efore breach of contract, rights or obligations under this section may not be waived or varied by an agreement, but the parties, in the term referred to in subsection (c), may specify additional provisions more favorable to the licensee.”[107]

Thus, the electronic self-help provisions varied in the last several drafts of UCC 2B and the UCITA. Even though NCCUSL has now enacted the UCITA, the debate within the states regarding the enactment of the UCITA is likely to be just as contentious as the debate within ALI and NCCUSL. [108] A solution is therefore needed that will balance licensees’ fears of abuse with licensors’ insistence that they must have this remedy in order to enforce their licensing agreements.

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION

A. The Proposal and its Implementation

This Note proposes electronic self-help repossession only when the licensor occupies a position of diminished bargaining power. [109] The proposal supports the notice requirements, and the penalties for failure to follow them, that UCITA Section 816(d)-(e) provides. In contrast to UCITA Section 816(h), however, this proposal authorizes a licensor to waive the electronic self-help remedy.

This Note’s proposed remedy incorporates the industry representatives’ proposal to
consider “the relative financial circumstances of the parties,” but rejects the representatives’ requirement of judicial intervention. By definition, self-help “can be obtained without recourse to courts or lawyers.” Courts have not required parties in weaker bargaining positions to obtain court permission before exercising self-help. Thus, as in the current UCITA Section 816, qualifying software licensors could exercise self-help after the required fifteen days’ notice. They could do this using any of the means discussed above, such as accessing (either physically or via modem) the licensee’s computer and disabling the software, or by programming a time-out date into the software. If the licensee later challenges the disablement in court, the court should uphold the use of the remedy, and apply the proposed fee-shifting mechanism if it finds: (1) a lack of bargaining power, i.e. “when the equities so require due to the relative financial circumstances of the parties,” and (2) that the notice requirements were followed. This would be a fact-sensitive inquiry determined at trial based on the relative positions of the parties.

Although this Note does not seek to establish a bright-line rule concerning when a court should uphold the use of electronic self-help, software licensors may not feel comfortable using the remedy without some additional guidance. Thus, courts may also wish to consider the following factors when upholding the use of the remedy: (1) whether the licensee is a relatively larger company than the licensor; (2) whether the licensor is classified as a small business according to the Small Business Administration; (3) whether the licensor was unable to afford an attorney; and (4) whether the licensing agreement was presented to the licensor as a take-it or leave-it contract, so that the licensor was unable to negotiate its terms. None of these factors is meant to create a decisive bright-line test, since this Note’s proposal ultimately requires a factual inquiry into the relative bargaining power between the licensee and licensor. The presence of the above factors, however, will likely indicate that the licensor lacked bargaining power.

B. Rationale for Waiver of the Remedy

The fee a prospective licensee will pay depends in part on the remedies the licensee is subject to in the event of default. Presumably, licensees will expect to pay a lower licensing fee if licensors may use electronic self-help repossession. This Note proposes that small software developers with the right to electronically repossess software should be able to bargain away that right in order to charge a higher licensing fee. This proposal contrasts with the UCITA, which prohibits waiver of the self-help remedy.

There are three different kinds of rules protecting legal entitlements. A “property rule” protects an entitlement “‘to the extent that someone who wishes to remove the entitlement from its holder must buy it from him in a voluntary transaction in which the value of the entitlement is agreed upon by the seller.’” A “liability rule” exists “[w]henever someone may destroy the initial entitlement if he is willing to pay an objectively determined value for it . . . .” An “inalienable rule” exists where an entitlement’s “transfer is not permitted between a willing buyer and a willing seller.” The remedies available under intellectual property law are predominantly property rules. Those available under the UCC are predominantly liability rules, where both buyer and
seller can breach if they are willing to pay damages.\footnote{123} Property rules are favored in situations where there are “few parties, difficult valuation problems, and otherwise low transaction costs.”\footnote{124} Liability rules are more appropriate when there are many parties, strategic bargaining is likely, and transaction costs are high.\footnote{125} One justification for inalienable rules is that certain parties do not know the best course of action for their own well-being.\footnote{126} For example, law imposes a wide range of prohibitions on minors’ activities.\footnote{127} Such parties should not be able to bargain away their rights because they are not informed enough to safeguard their best interests.\footnote{128}

Under the Coase Theorem, in the absence of transaction costs, parties will bargain so that the party who values a right the most will end up with that right, regardless of which party originally possessed the right and the prevailing legal rule.\footnote{129} This efficient result may not occur when transaction costs exist.\footnote{130} The party with higher transaction costs will be at a relative disadvantage. To level the playing field, the right should be given to the disadvantaged party, thus inducing the party with lower transaction costs to bargain for the right if they value it more.\footnote{131} This Note’s proposal similarly grants a right to relatively small software developers in order to induce relatively larger licensees to bargain with them in a more efficient and fair manner.

This Note does not advocate a paternalistic, inalienable application of the electronic self-help remedy, under which small software developers could not negotiate the right away. Small software companies do not lack knowledge of their own best interests, the traditional justification for inalienable rules.\footnote{132} Rather, small software developers need protection because they lack bargaining power when dealing with larger companies.\footnote{133}

Some commentators worry that the self-help remedy will leave software developers with an unfair advantage.\footnote{134} Although it does give them an advantage, this advantage will merely level the uneven playing field that already exists between them and large licensees.\footnote{135} This Note simply creates a default rule making self-help available to certain small parties. Such a rule would shift the burden to the better-positioned party to negotiate an immunity from the remedy, if that party fears its consequences.

C. Rationale for a Notice Requirement

The caselaw at the beginning of this Note reveals that courts have generally upheld the use of electronic self-help repossession when the licensing agreement gave notice of the remedy.\footnote{136} Thus, a notice requirement would be consistent with precedent.\footnote{137} Nonetheless, the proposal in this Note would not uphold the result in \textit{American Computer Trust Leasing v. Jack Farrell Implant} unless ADP could show that, in addition to giving Farrell notice within the licensing agreement, ADP occupied a weak bargaining position relative to Farrell.\footnote{138} This would be unlikely since ADP is such a large company.\footnote{139}

An additional rationale for a notice requirement is to be consistent with analogous criminal laws. New York, for example, imposes liability for tampering with a computer system when “having no right to do so [someone] intentionally alters in any manner or destroys computer data or a computer program of another person.”\footnote{140} A notice requirement would
overcome this standard because the person would be authorized to repossess the software and thus would, in fact, have a “right to do so.”

Under federal law, “knowingly caus[ing] the transmission of a program, information, code, or command, and as a result of such conduct, intentionally caus[ing] damage without authorization, to a protected computer” is illegal. Using a modem to disable software in another state would seem to violate this statute. However, a notice requirement would ensure compliance since the transmission would be authorized.

D. Rationale for the Protection of Relatively Small Software Companies

This Note proposes the use of electronic self-help repossession only by parties occupying an unfair bargaining position when licensing to larger companies. Because the remedy is so controversial, courts may be hesitant to allow its widespread use. It may be an appropriate compromise to allow its use only when a licensor would not have access to more conventional judicial remedies.

Most software companies are very small. Statistics show that in California in 1995, there were 6,633 software companies, with an average of only sixteen employees. In the United States in 1992, there were 23,265 software companies, with an average of 10.43 employees. These smaller companies often contract with larger software companies. Indeed, “[t]he software industry is peculiarly suited to fostering a vibrant economic community of small developers that work for, alongside, and sometimes in competition with, large software companies. It is important in crafting [UCITA] that this community not be disadvantaged in relation to its larger partners and competitors.” Advocates for small licensors stress that there needs to be some leverage to restore the balance between these small businesses and “software industry giants, for whom they often supply software.” One such giant, Microsoft, has the second largest market value of public American companies, after General Electric. Electronic self-help is one means of balancing the bargaining power between smaller companies and large companies such as Microsoft:

“[Self-help electronic repossession] goes on a lot more than you think--and I’m absolutely sympathetic with the software companies that do it,” says Phil Dorn, a Manhattan-based computer consultant for more than 20 years. “The fact is that small software houses are being pushed to the wall by companies that essentially are making demands with a gun to their heads, and this is the way they’ve found to defend themselves.”

Small software companies in a position of diminished bargaining power need an electronic self-help remedy because they may not be able to afford the cost of obtaining relief through the court system. The larger companies with whom they contract can more easily afford the costs of litigation. While a self-help remedy would be unfair if a licensee were unable to sue when the remedy was used incorrectly, this Note’s proposal avoids such an eventuality because the licensee will, by nature of its superior bargaining position, be better able to afford litigation. The proposed remedy would not uphold self-help repossession when both licensor and licensee are small companies unless it can be proven that the licensor had relatively less bargaining power than the licensee.

Thus, this Note proposes a limited right to electronic self-help that protects only licensors
that occupy a weaker bargaining position when negotiating the licensing agreement. It differs from the UCITA by not protecting all licensors, and by not requiring an expedited hearing for those licensors that are protected. This proposal does not seek to change the notice requirements in the UCITA; licensors must still comply with those provisions. Finally, those licensors that are eligible for the proposed electronic-self help remedy may use it as a bargaining tool during license negotiations; in contrast, the UCITA would not permit such bargaining.

V. COMPARISONS TO OTHER AREAS OF LAW

PROTECTING PARTIES WITH RELATIVELY LESS BARGAINING POWER

Limiting which parties can use a remedy may seem radical. However, the next several sections of this Note will show that other well-established areas of law only protect certain parties, including landlord-tenant self-help, Little FTC Acts, and Delaware’s Small Retail Gasoline Station Assistance Program.

A. Self-Help by Landlords and Tenants

Under early English common law, landlords could repossess their property using any means avoiding death or bodily harm. The Forcible Entry Act of 1381 restricted entry such that landlords could repossess only in a peaceable manner, with “no more than necessary force.” Today, landlords in England can only use self-help with reasonably necessary force.

Similarly, early American landlords could use forcible entry to evict tenants. Now, most states have passed both “forcible entry” and “detainer” statutes, which make it a criminal offense to forcibly enter premises, and have implemented summary judicial procedures for landlords to evict tenants. Most states have banned self-help evictions in favor of mandatory judicial proceedings; landlords can only use self-help when tenants voluntarily surrender or abandon the premises. A minority of states still allow landlords to use all necessary and reasonable means to evict tenants; other states allow peaceful means only.

One concern that arises from self-help evictions is the potential for violence and public disturbances, or breaches of the peace. Most tenants will protect their homes and not leave peacefully. Landlord self-help has been abrogated in part because of “potentially violent confrontations between landlords and tenants.” A ban against landlord self-help also prevents potential lawsuits against landlords for wrongful evictions. Both the constant danger of violence and the desire to reduce wrongful evictions militates towards a required judicial proceeding.

Although landlord self-help has been abrogated in most jurisdictions, tenant self-help has survived. The “rent application remedy” allows tenants to repair defects in the premises and deduct the cost from their rent. Alternately, through rent withholding, tenants may pay their rent into an escrow account until the landlord makes needed repairs. These one-sided remedies reflect the influence of consumer protection law on landlord-tenant law and do not have the same potential for violence as landlord self-help. Tenant self-help is justified on the grounds that tenants, like consumers, occupy weaker bargaining positions than their landlords.

Indeed, “the overwhelming bargaining power many residential landlords
traditionally have enjoyed over their tenants has weighed strongly in favor of expanding tenant self-help remedies.\[170\]

The final draft of UCC 2B, before it became the UCITA, provided for an expedited judicial hearing to authorize or block the use of electronic self-help.\[171\] The final draft of the UCITA does not provide for such a hearing.\[172\] Landlord-tenant self-help suggests that prior judicial authorization should not be required and shows the flaw in the fee-shifting measure proposed by industry representatives.\[173\] Tenants, like the licensors that this Note seeks to protect, lack bargaining power. Landlords, like the large licensees against whom this Note grants a remedy, enjoy considerable bargaining power. Tenants can simply repair and deduct without resort to a summary judicial hearing.\[174\] In most states, only landlords are required to follow summary judicial procedures.\[175\] Similarly, small software developers that lack bargaining power should be able to exercise electronic self-help without prior endorsement by the judicial system. The labels (landlord, tenant, licensor, licensee) are irrelevant; the party in the weaker bargaining position should be protected in the software context, just as in the landlord-tenant context.

B. Little FTC Acts

Aside from the self-help remedy, there are other examples of remedies aimed at parties in inferior bargaining positions. One such remedy is the extension of state “Little FTC Acts” to small businesses. The Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) Act prohibits “[u]nfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce, and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce . . . .”\[176\] Although the FTC is empowered to enforce this act on the government’s behalf,\[177\] in the early 1970’s courts held that no private right of action existed under the FTC Act.\[178\] Because the FTC was unable to persuade Congress to enact a private cause of action, the FTC encouraged states to adopt their own prohibitions against unfair methods of competition, including a private cause of action.\[179\]

Now, most states have enacted “Little FTC Acts,” modeled on the federal act, which include a private cause of action for consumers.\[180\] Many of these enactments provide consumers the incentive to bring private actions by awarding attorneys’ fees and either minimum or multiple damages.\[181\] There were three main justifications for extending these protections to consumers: (1) to compensate for unequal bargaining power; (2) to make litigation of small claims economical; and (3) to “deter other potential unfair or deceptive practices.”\[182\]

A number of states have now extended their Little FTC Acts to businesses as well. Some states, such as Massachusetts and Texas, initially allowed businesses of any size to bring an action.\[183\] Massachusetts, the first state to add businesses as plaintiffs,\[184\] currently allows action by [a]ny person who engages in the conduct of any trade or commerce and who suffers any loss of money or property, real or personal, as a result of the use or employment by another person who engages in any trade or commerce of an unfair method of competition or an unfair or deceptive act . . . .\[185\]

One impetus behind this change in Massachusetts was to protect franchisees and dealers
from franchisers and manufacturers.\[^{186}\]

Similarly, Texas redefined the term “consumer” under its Little FTC Act, the Texas
Deceptive Trade Practices Act.\[^{187}\] “Consumer” was initially redefined to mean an “individual, partnership, corporation . . . who seeks or acquires by purchase or lease, any goods or services . . .”.\[^{188}\] Texas has now chosen to protect only small businesses, by adding a size limit on
businesses that can bring suit under its Little FTC Act.\[^{189}\] The Texas Act “contributed
significantly toward providing a means whereby fraud and deception in the marketplace could be
confronted effectively. This important, initial contribution of the Consumer Protection Act has
been re-enforced and made even more meaningful now that all of us--even businesses--are
consumers.”\[^{190}\]

In Texas, the trial court determines whether a party falls within the definition of
“consumer.”\[^{191}\] Indeed, “a plaintiff can be a consumer to one defendant but not a consumer to
another defendant . . . .”\[^{192}\] Similarly, this Note proposes a flexible remedy under which the
trial court will determine whether to uphold electronic self-help repossession based on the
relative equities of the parties and the other considerations mentioned above.\[^{193}\] Under this
proposal, it is conceivable that a software licensor will have experienced a lack of bargaining
power when negotiating with one licensee, but not when negotiating with a different, smaller,
licensee.

Although Little FTC actions are available to all businesses in some states, such as
Massachusetts, other states, such as Texas under its current statute, have limited the application
of their Little FTC Acts to small businesses, including “franchisees, dealers, sole proprietorships,
and farmers.”\[^{194}\] One commentator has advocated the use of such actions for small businesses
in particular.\[^{195}\] Kansas redefined the meaning of “consumer” in its Little FTC Act to include
only certain kinds of businesses.\[^{196}\] It allows farmers and sole proprietorships to bring action
under Kansas’ Little FTC Act by defining “consumer” as “an individual or sole proprietor
who seeks or acquires property or services for personal, family, household, business or
agricultural purposes.”\[^{197}\]\[^{198}\] Thus, the Kansas act covers “individuals’ business transactions of
any nature.”\[^{199}\] One stated purpose of the Kansas act is “to protect consumers [as defined in
the Act] from suppliers who commit deceptive and unconscionable practices . . . .”\[^{200}\]

Maryland and West Virginia protect farmers when they engage in commercial
transactions, by defining “consumer transaction” to include agricultural transactions.\[^{201}\] In
Maryland, “‘[c]onsumer credit’, ‘consumer debts’, ‘consumer goods’, ‘consumer realty’, and
‘consumer services’ mean, respectively, credit, debt or obligations, goods, real property, and
services which are primarily for personal, household, family or agricultural purposes.”\[^{202}\]
West Virginia has defined a “consumer transaction” as a “sale or lease to a natural person or
persons for a personal, family, household, or agricultural purpose.”\[^{203}\]

Thus, these states have adopted statutes that only protect certain parties; this Note
similarly advocates the protection of only those software developers with a lack of bargaining
power. There are a number of important reasons why small businesses require more protection
than large businesses. Often, inexperienced entrepreneurs, who are unequal participants in the marketplace, start small businesses. Larger businesses have an incentive to act unfairly because the “one time gain from an unfair transaction may outweigh the value of maintaining a long-term relationship with a small customer.” Since small businesses fail more often than large ones, small businesses lack experience and suffer from informational disadvantages. A Little FTC cause of action for small businesses promotes “honest and ethical” principles in trade, thus discouraging any advantage-taking.

The nature of the small business’s claim may make litigation prohibitive. Although litigation of a small claim may also not be cost-effective for large businesses, “recovering even a small claim may be vital to the survival of a small business, whereas a larger business would consider the same sum insignificant.”

Further, protecting small business consumers ultimately protects individual consumers. Small businesses and consumers often have the same suppliers; suits by small businesses thus deter fraud against both. Consumers also gain because the small business merchants do not need to raise their prices to compensate for the fraud levied against them.

An example of the successful application of a Little FTC Act by a small business is Homsi v. C.H. Babb Co., Inc. In Homsi, the owner of a small family business purchased a gas stove relying on the seller’s assurances that the buyer would be able to obtain gas from the local gas supplier. The seller, however, was fully aware that the local gas company was no longer accepting new customers. After trial, a jury awarded the seller damages over the buyer’s $10,600 deposit, and the judge awarded over $12,000 for legal fees. This case is a perfect example of a suit that would not have been litigated but for the Massachusetts Little FTC Act because the legal fees exceeded the value of the claim; nonetheless, loss of the deposit would have been devastating to the family business. Even though Homsi was brought under the Massachusetts Little FTC Act, which protects all businesses, it illustrates the Act’s value to a small business in particular need of protection. Further, although Homsi involved a small business’ purchase of goods, rather than a small software developer’s licensing transaction, it is analogous to this Note’s proposal because it shows protection of parties in weaker bargaining positions.

Protection of small businesses under the Little FTC Acts is therefore another example of government policy that favors small business, where the only parties who can possibly be damaged are larger, “[u]nscrupulous suppliers . . . .” Even though the FTC Act combats fraud and deception, whereas software license disputes involve breach of contract, this Note advocates protection of small software licensors because they similarly lack bargaining power. Once again, the labels (purchaser, seller, licensor, licensee) are irrelevant; parties in weaker bargaining positions should be protected in the software context, just as they are under the Little FTC Acts.

C. Small Retail Gasoline Station Assistance and the SBA

Another example of a law that protects only small businesses is Delaware’s Small Retail
Gasoline Station Assistance Program. Delaware enacted its Underground Storage Tank Act in order to protect groundwater through better monitoring of underground gasoline tanks. The Delaware legislature found, however, that small gasoline station owners were “often unable to obtain financing for needed [as required by the Act] remedial and preventive measures in the private financing market . . . .” The legislature also found it to be “in the best interests of the people of Delaware that small retail gasoline station owners and operators continue to maintain their economic viability, while taking the remedial and preventive measures necessary to protect Delaware’s environment and to comply with this subchapter . . . .” The legislature thus established a loan assistance program that enabled the small gasoline station owners to meet the requirements of the Underground Storage Tank Act.

Delaware only made these loans available to “small gasoline stations,” defined as those owner/operators who qualify as a “Small Business” under rules established by the Small Business Administration, provided, however, that no loan may be provided to a small station which has a total throughput of 75,001 gallons or more of gasoline and/or special fuel (diesel) products as a monthly average for the 12 months preceding the date of application for the loan . . . .

The Delaware Small Retail Gasoline Station Assistance Program provides another example of a right that is limited in application to small businesses, as well as a specific attempt to define small businesses. In the United States, “[t]he trend … has been for the most innovative software application development to occur in small software companies.” Thus, just as it was “in the best interests of the people of Delaware” to protect small gasoline stations, the protection of small software development companies is important in order to promote software development in the United States.

Congress established the Small Business Administration (“SBA”), a federal agency, in 1953. Its purpose is to ensure that small businesses obtain an appropriate share of government contracts. A small business must not be “dominant in its field of operation . . . .” The SBA measures firm size using either the number of employees or the revenue amounts. Size standards and classification of individual firms are exclusively the function of the SBA and have the effect of law.

The SBA classifies businesses according to their annual revenue, and defines a “small” software firm as one with a maximum of $18 million dollars of annual revenue. As noted above, this represents another yardstick that courts could use to evaluate whether a software company is a “small” business. The SBA classification, however, will not always be relevant to this Note’s proposal because this proposal focuses on the relative lack of bargaining power between licensor and licensee. A licensor with more than the maximum amount of revenue under SBA standards could still experience diminished bargaining power when contracting with larger companies. Nonetheless, Microsoft, the largest independent software company worldwide, had revenues of $11.358 billion in 1997, well in excess of the SBA.
Thus, the Little FTC Acts, Delaware’s Small Retail Gasoline Assistance Program, and the SBA all provide for protection of small businesses. The labels (gasoline station, software licensor) are again unimportant; small software licensors should be protected because of their lack of bargaining power and their importance to software development.

VI. COMPARISONS TO THE UCC

A. Articles 2A-525 and 9-503

Article 9 of the UCC provides creditors with a security interest in collateral the right of self-help repossession. Article 2A affords similar rights to lessors. To promote consistency within commercial law, software developers should similarly be given the right to repossess software upon default on a licensing agreement; indeed, the UCITA/UCC 2B drafters intended to parallel Articles 2A and 9 when they included a self-help remedy.

Under Articles 2A and 9, self-help repossession is not restricted to parties of certain sizes. Some UCC 2B drafts, however, did not address electronic repossession and although the UCITA does provide electronic self-help repossession, this remedy generated substantial controversy and hindered the drafters’ ability to reach consensus. The imminent debate on the UCITA within the states is likely to be equally controversial. This section shows that an electronic self-help remedy would generally be consistent with the UCC. Given the remedy’s highly controversial nature, however, this Note would restrict its use to parties who likely could not otherwise recover.

B. Unfair Bargaining Position

Although Article 9 appears size-neutral, since it does not restrict the self-help remedy to certain parties, it indirectly protects smaller parties. Self-help repossession usually involves large creditors and automobiles. One justification for Article 9 repossession, however, is its beneficial effect on consumer loan rates. A 1971 study estimated that denying self-help repossession of automobiles to creditors in California for one year would have prevented 66,000 repossession and cost creditors $13.5 million. The study hypothesized that creditors would be likely to pass this cost on to high-risk consumers by extending less credit.

When Wisconsin prohibited self-help repossession in 1973, it became possible to test this hypothesis. The Wisconsin act requires a court determination, through a replevin action, that the creditor has a right to the collateral before the creditor can repossess it. A study showed that the number of automobile loans did not significantly decrease after this statute was passed, but that the costs of repossession did increase significantly. These costs may have been passed on to consumers by used car-dealers, who apparently required consumers to pay higher down-payments.

The traditional justification for self-help repossession in the UCC centers on the protection of consumers, who occupy weaker bargaining positions: “[t]he modern policy underlying the right [to self-help repossession] is that if a creditor can effect repossession of collateral without resort to often expensive and time-consuming judicial procedures, debtors in general may more freely receive loans at a lower rate.” Thus, even though Article 9
repossession is usually practiced by large companies, it indirectly helps consumers, who occupy a weaker bargaining position. The same rationale applies to small software companies protected by this Note’s proposed remedy. These companies should be afforded the electronic self-help remedy because they lack bargaining power. Many software companies are very small; their advocates stress that such companies should not be denied the self-help that is available in other areas of commercial law.

Other provisions of the UCC also have the effect of protecting parties that occupy weaker bargaining positions. Courts often use the UCC to protect merchants in a weaker bargaining position when dealing with other merchants; these weaker merchants form a class of “merchant/consumers.” Where a merchant lacks the ability to fully understand the terms of a contract, lacks education, or lacks sophistication (the same characteristics that many consumers exhibit), a court may find that a contract to which the merchant was subject is unconscionable and thus unenforceable.

In Moscatiello v. Pittsburgh Contractors Equipment Co., a contractor, who was familiar with neither heavy equipment nor the seller’s forms, purchased a paving machine. The court held that the seller’s damages limitation provision was unconscionable partly because of the seller’s “superior bargaining position with respect to Moscatiello.” Thus, courts use the UCC to protect merchants who lack bargaining power when buying from larger companies; the UCITA should similarly protect small software companies when selling to larger companies.

Protection of small software companies and relatively unsophisticated merchant/consumers is similar to tenant remedies in landlord-tenant law. As stated above, landlords generally may not use self-help repossession, because of their superior bargaining position. Tenants, on the other hand, may use self-help means of repairing their premises, and can withhold their rent or pay into an escrow account in order to do this. The law affords tenants these remedies because of their inferior bargaining position. Similarly, courts should uphold the use of electronic self-help repossession by small software companies that occupy an unfair bargaining position. Again, the labels (tenant, licensor, buyer, seller) are unimportant; the unifying principle behind protection of unsophisticated buyers, tenants, and the proposed protection of small software licensors is that all of these parties occupy a relatively weak bargaining position.

C. No Breach of the Peace

Security interests in goods have an ancient heritage that did not always include a prohibition against breaching the peace. Today, the UCC allows security interests in collateral, including goods, but collateral cannot be repossessed in a manner that breaches the peace. When repossessing automobiles, a breach of the peace occurs when repossession is “accompanied by the threat of violence or when the secured creditor breaks into unoccupied buildings or garages.” One reason why courts abrogated landlord self-help was the potential for a breach of the peace.

American law today reflects a desire to avoid a breach of the peace. Software is not kept outdoors, unlike automobiles, which are often parked outdoors and can easily be repossessed without a potential for a breach of the peace. Some courts have said that entering a
structure to repossess is a breach of the peace, suggesting that physical repossession of software by entering a structure would breach the peace. For this reason, this Note advocates electronic repossession of software as a means of avoiding potentially violent physical confrontations. One commentator has argued that electronic “[e]ntry to a ‘locked’ computer system without consent is similar to a creditor breaking through a locked door.” Another commentator has dramatically likened the use of electronic repossession to a construction company placing dynamite in a structure to enforce its contract. These comparisons lack validity, since the purpose of prohibitions against breaches of the peace is to prevent physical confrontations and physical injury; an electronic repossession cannot lead to physical injury.

Accordingly, the use of electronic repossession will be consistent with the goal of the UCC, as well as other areas of self-help law, of avoiding a breach of the peace. Because previous drafts of UCITA did not comment on electronic repossession due to its controversial nature, this Note advocates a compromise: the use of the remedy only by small software companies that cannot otherwise recover.

D. Flexibility

The open-ended drafting style of the UCC allows courts flexibility in the application of UCC doctrines. For example, disclaimers of implied warranties, if written, must be conspicuous, and courts are left to determine whether a particular term satisfies the statutory definition of “conspicuous.” Courts usually apply a lesser standard of “conspicuousness” to consumers and merchants who are in a position of weaker bargaining power than they apply to sophisticated merchants with equal bargaining power.

The flexibility of UCC Article 2 allows courts to differentiate among different classes of parties. Neutral language in the UCITA, allowing a court to decide whether to uphold a licensor’s use of electronic self-help repossession “[w]hen the equities so require due to the relative financial circumstances of the parties,” along with the additional factors mentioned above, would foster overall consistency in commercial law.

Some commentators have suggested that replevin may be an appropriate means for software developers to reclaim their software. This would be appropriate for large software companies that can afford the replevin process. A flexible UCITA would allow courts to reject large companies’ use of electronic self-help repossession, thus restricting these more powerful parties to the replevin remedy.

Further, the UCC Article 9 committee discussed the use of electronic chips to repossess equipment through electronic disablement. The committee decided not to comment on the issue in Article 9, instead leaving the issue to other law. The current UCITA allows all parties to use electronic self-help repossession. A more open-ended UCITA would be more consistent with the Article 9 committee’s decision.

VI. CONCLUSION

Self-help software repossession is a controversial remedy because of its potentially severe consequences. Nonetheless, many software licensors are small companies
occupying a weak bargaining position when licensing their software to larger companies. This Note has therefore proposed a limited electronic self-help remedy that would protect only certain small software companies. Indeed, there are other areas of law protecting only small parties, such as tenant self-help,[293] the Little FTC Acts in certain states,[294] and Delaware’s Small Retail Gasoline Station Assistance Act.[295] Further, even though self-help repossession is available to all parties in some UCC articles, one effect of Article 9 repossession is to help smaller parties, such as consumers.[296] This Note has also advocated the use of electronic means of software repossession because it will avoid a breach of the peace, a concern that surfaces in other areas of law involving self-help.[297] Finally, the flexible remedy advocated in this Note would be consistent with other UCC articles that allow courts to differentiate among different classes of parties.[298]
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